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Trust in long-life
technology.
Emil Turck GmbH, Germany.

In search of the optimal added value.
When the medium-sized foundry in Sauerland decided to
purchase a new die casting machine, Managing Director
Axel Turck already had exact criteria in mind: Flexibility, in
order to be able to manufacture different parts at smaller
volumes, concentration on the essential for maximum value
creation of the functions actually needed, and ease of use.
In addition, the family-owned company naturally prizes
reliability and longevity in equipment.

Ecoline quality made in China.
Axel Turck found what he needed at Bühler China. The Ecoline
Pro 53 die casting machine matched his specification criteria. It
is focused on simple operation requiring only a short training
period, low-maintenance construction, dynamic and powerful
die casting technology and high flexibility regarding production
changes. In terms of quality, the same high standards apply

“Bühler’s production in Wuxi is
completely trust-worthy. It is the same
quality as in Switzerland.”
Axel Turck, Managing Director, Emil Turck GmbH
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for Bühler worldwide, and the usual prompt customer service
is also ensured. After his first visit to Wuxi at the end of 2013,
Axel Turck quickly decided to purchase the Ecoline Pro 53,
made exclusively in China.

Initial start-up made easy.
The Ecoline Pro 53 is delivered in one ready to install piece.
The control cabinet at the end of the equipment is already
hooked up to the machine ex factory so that the follow-up
work is primarily limited to the power feed and connecting the
machine and form cooling. This ensures quick installation.

About Emil Turck GmbH.
Emil Turck GmbH was founded in 1929 and is a
fourth-generation family-owned company. Axel Turck
assumed management of the company after his father
in 2001 and hopes that one of his four children will
one day take over from him. The family, living in
Lüdenscheid in Sauerland, is proud of its tradition.
The foundry has 50 employees today and produces
die-casted aluminum parts primarily destined for the
electrical and lighting industry. It is specialized in
small-volume jobs.

